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If you are asked to speak in honor of someone's birthday, you may have the

problem that nothing you are working on at the moment is related to what the

honoree him/herself has done. In the present ase my problem is the opposite, in

part beause I happen to be working on too many things just now, but mainly

beause Peter has displayed suh a breadth of interest in the fundamental questions

of physis throughout his life.

In starting to prepare this leture I had thought of speaking about an interesting

logarithmi di�usion law that replaes the familiar �x /

p

�t behavior at very low

temperatures, due to quantum e�ets; and this would have been entirely appropriate

in view of Peter's studies in the foundations of statistial mehanis. In fat one

of the best disussions of the lassial foundations of thermodynamis is still to be

found in volume 2 of Peter's book, Basi Theories of Physis.

I had also thought of speaking about a new proof of the General Relativisti

positive energy theorem based on the fousing properties of gravity, and again this
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would have been appropriate beause Peter's pioneering work|along with Dira|

on the anonial formulation of gravity provided the setting in whih the onserved

quantities of General Relativity found their �rst satisfatory derivation.

Finally I had thought of presenting an analysis of the EPRB experiment from

the sum-over-histories standpoint, or perhaps a sum-over-histories approah to de-

aying systems; and again either one of those topis would have been losely re-

lated to Peter's work on the interpretation of Quantum Mehanis. In that work

(whih also involved another of today's elebrants, Joel Lebowitz) there appeared

the famous trae formula for probabilities of strings of observations whih �gures

prominently in urrent disussions within the Relativity ommunity onerning the

interpretation of quantum mehanis.

However, I think that Peter's �rst love in physis has been the problem of

quantum gravity, and it is ertainly through his emphasis of its importane that he

has had the strongest diret inuene on me. It therefore seems most appropriate to

devote this leture to that problem. The view I will adopt in doing so is not one that

Peter promoted diretly (as far as I know), but I present it in the spirit of trying

unorthodox solutions to fundamental diÆulties, as Peter himself exempli�ed when

he proposed to �x the gauge diÆulties of quantum gravity by using a oordinate-

system made from salar invariants of the metri.

Sine the struture I am going to propose as the basis of spaetime is disrete,

let me take a moment to reall briey why many people �nd an underlying disrete-

ness more natural than the persistene of a ontinuum down to arbitrarily small

sizes and short times. I think the main reasons an be summarized by referring to

three self-ontraditions or \in�nities" whih haunt today's physis (ghosts of Zeno

perhaps?). The �rst in�nity is that (or really those) of quantum �eld theory, whih

one an symbolize by the equation Z = 1, and whih the tehnique of renormal-

ization tries to take are of. The seond in�nity, symbolized by R

abd

=1, is that

of the divergent spaetime urvatures whih develop at the singularities of lassial

General Relativity.

The third in�nity belongs to quantum gravity proper, and is perhaps less gen-

erally appreiated than the �rst two, although to me personally it is equally om-

pelling. I mean the in�nite blak hole entropy whih results when one tries to
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atually ount the degrees of freedom of the horizon [1℄, and whih an be ex-

pressed by the equation S

BH

= 1. In addition to ontributing this new in�nity,

quantum gravity makes some of the old ones worse, of ourse, sine it ruins the

perturbative renormalizability of the so-alled standard model.

It thus seems that the appliation of quantum ideas to gravity is spawning new

ontraditions, rather than smoothing out the rough edges of the old ones as had

been hoped. A �nal example of this is the apparent impossibility of measuring the

metri on sub-Plankian sales, without the apparatus ollapsing into a blak hole.

Sine all of these ontraditions our around or below the Plank length, they

would automatially disappear if at around 10

�32

m the ontinuous manifold of

General Relativity gave way to what Riemann alled a `disrete manifold', with only

a �nite number of degrees of freedom in any �nite volume. And in addition there

is the possibility (mooted already by Riemann) that the disrete struture might

arry its metri relations within itself, whih a ontinuous manifold like R

4

an

never do. At the very least, we ould expet an explanation of why a fundamental

length appears in physis, just as the atomi radius de�nes a fundamental sale of

distane for ordinary matter.

Now the partiular disrete manifold I am proposing is known as a ausal set

[2-4℄. The way in whih its intrinsi order-struture is supposed to relate to (or

better give rise to) the metrial ontinuum of General Relativity an be indiated

by the two orrespondenes,

N  ! V

x � y  ! x 2

�

J

�

(y):

The �rst orrespondene means that any region of what we ordinarily think of

as ontinuous spaetime is made up of only a �nite number, N , of elements of the

underlying ausal set, and that number is equal to the volume V of the region, when

volume is measured in fundamental units. Or to say this the other way around, what

we are atually doing when we measure spaetime volume is indiretly just to ount

the number of ausal set elements omprising the region, just as weighing a bar of

opper is an indiret way to ount the opper atoms omprising the bar.
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The seond orrespondene is equally straightforward, and just states that the

marosopi light-one struture of spaetime diretly reets the order relation of

the underlying ausal set. An analogy here might be the way the frature-planes of

a rystal reet the geometrial struture of its underlying atomi lattie.

Before going any further, I should say more preisely what mathematial stru-

ture I am going to be dealing with. Formally, a ausal set is a relation satisfying

axioms of transitivity, ayliity, and loal �niteness. In symbols these axioms say,

respetively,

x � y � z =) x � z

x � y and y � x =) x = y

ardinality([x; y℄) <1:

Here � is the order relation de�ning the ausal set, and [x; y℄ is the so-alled Alexan-

drov set of elements lying between x and y with respet to the order, i.e. the set of

all elements z suh that x � z � y. Taken together, these axioms just say that a

ausal set is what mathematiians would all a loally �nite, partially ordered set.

(The loal �niteness is expressed by the third axiom, whih may be a little stronger

than neessary. In its present form it resembles the marosopi ondition that a

Lorentzian manifold be globally hyperboli.)

One obvious motivation for this partiular hoie of disrete struture is that it

relates very diretly to marosopi ausality, whih, as many workers have sensed,

may have a more fundamental harater than other marosopially apparent rela-

tions like length. But what is espeially appealing about ausal sets is that their

disreteness is essential to their ability to reprodue marosopi geometry. If an

in�nite number of elements were present loally then the orrespondene V = N

would lose its meaning, and without it we ould at best hope to reover the on-

formal metri, but not the volume element needed to get from the latter to the full

metri, g

ab

.

In my mind, this interdependene between order and disreteness is important

evidene that we are on the right trak in hoosing our fundamental disrete stru-

ture to be an order. Another strong enouragement is the prospet of the uni�ation

that would aompany a suessful theory based on ausal sets. In suh a theory,
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the single relationship � would unite within itself the topology, the di�erential

struture, the metrial geometry, and of ourse the ausal struture of spaetime.

In partiular it would explain the Lorentzian signature of the metri (this being the

only signature for whih distint past and future diretions an be de�ned), whereas

from most other points of view the presene of a minus sign in the signature appears

to be mathematially unnatural.

But how should one go about atually onstruting a theory (a quantum theory

presumably!) of ausal sets? In the development of most physial theories one

an distinguish two stages, orresponding roughly to what in mehanis are alled

kinematis and dynamis.

In the present ase, the former stage would be onerned �rst of all with the

fat that the main marosopi properties we would like to make ontat with are

emergent in the sense that they beome meaningful only when the ausal set is

organized in an appropriate way. Conepts suh as length, topology and dimension,

make little sense for a generi ausal set; so it is neessary to understand in what

irumstanes they do emerge. We would like to be able to reognize these irum-

stanes, and equally importantly, to learn how then we an read information about

dimension, etetera, diretly out of the order information itself. To appreiate the

diÆulty of this task, it is enough to glane at �gure 1, whih shows three fairly

simple ausal sets whose dimension is two in a sense we will make more preise

below.

A seond task of this kinematial stage of investigation would be just to gain

familiarity with the new mathematis needed to desribe ausal sets, muh of whih

belongs to the branh of ombinatorial theory devoted to partial orders. Unfortu-

nately this branh of mathematis is unfamiliar to most physiists, and it is also

true that the questions mathematiians have onentrated on are not always those

whih are likely to be the most relevant physially. So a signi�ant period of kine-

matial development is likely to be needed before we possess the onepts whih

will help us survey the di�erent possibilities for onstruting a quantum dynamis

for ausal sets.

The dynamial stage of development of ausal set theory would, of ourse, be

the one in whih we would understand their \laws of motion". But beause time
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itself is disrete in this ase, we ould not hope to write down some Hamiltonian

generator of time-evolution for the ausal set. Indeed it is not even lear what

`on�guration spae' ould mean for ausal sets, and therefore unlear what Hilbert

spae suh a Hamiltonian ould at on. The only available framework to work in

thus appears to be that of the sum-over-histories. In this framework our job is

to assign an amplitude to eah ausal set, and then �gure out how to sum these

amplitudes in order to obtain physially meaningful probabilities.

In looking for the orret amplitude funtion, I think we have a ouple of re-

quirements to guide us. Most obviously there is the requirement that the dynamis

should possess a lassial limit in whih the ausal set would look like a smooth

manifold. Sine lassial limits arise from onstrutive interferene of many his-

tories, this presumably means that Lorentzian manifolds should be in some sense,

\stationary phase" points of the ausal set amplitude. Conversely the ausal sets

whih are far from looking like manifolds (and they are the vast majority) should be

points at whih the amplitude is in some sense \extremely rapidly varying". (No-

tie, however, that the amplitude-funtion an have no atual derivative beause a

ausal set annot be varied ontinuously. This means that a lassial dynamis for

individual ausal sets will probably not be de�nable at all, seemingly a good sign.)

The other requirement, related in more than one way to the �rst, is what I

would all \loality". By this I mean the requirement that the e�etive Ation

ontributed by the family of all ausal sets orresponding to a given Lorentzian

manifold (M; g), should look like the integral of a loally de�ned quantity in M .

For reasons related to their inherent Lorentz invariane, this is muh more diÆult

to ahieve with ausal sets than with ordinary sorts of latties. On the other hand,

if it is ahieved then one an argue that the needed form of the resulting integrand

(namely, �� +

1

2�

R) follows almost of its own aord. Hene the thing to fous

on in searhing for the right amplitudes seems to be not the spei� form of the

Einstein equation, but just its loal harater in spaetime.

In the remainder of this leture I would like to survey some of the progress that

has been made in onstruting a theory of ausal sets along the lines I have just

indiated. To be onsistent with the historial sheme I advoated earlier, I ought

to spend all of my time disussing kinematis; in fat I an not resist talking about
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dynamis as well. But perhaps that is more than exusable in the present ase,

beause the lak of learly relevant experimental or observational evidene to guide

us, means that we really will have little indiation whether we have been traveling

in the right diretion until we reah the territory of dynamis proper.

The �rst task of ausal set kinematis, should really be to verify that it is

possible, even in priniple, for a struture as elementary as a ausal set to give rise

to a Lorentzian manifold in some suitable approximation. Beause the whole theory

would be stillborn were it not true, we all this belief the \Hauptvermutung", after

a onjeture that at one time was thought to be entral to the theory of manifolds.

(I do hope, however, that this new Hauptvermutung has a better fate than its

namesake, whih got whittled down and whittled down, until �nally it turned out

to be ompletely false!)

In order to see in what way we ould formulate a onjeture of this type, let us

return to the basi orrespondenes involving volume and ausal relationship from

whih our theory sets o�. In e�et these orrespondenes are telling us what it

means for a manifold M with Lorentzian metri g to approximate a given ausal

set C, and the riterion they are expressing is this:

The manifold (M; g) \emerges from" the ausal set C i� C \ould have

ome from sprinkling points into M at unit density."

Here unit density means with respet to the fundamental unit of volume (whih is

unknown as yet, but expeted to be around the Plankian value of 10

�139

m

3

se),

and of ourse the sprinkled points inherit their ausal ordering from the light-ones

of g. Atually, I probably should have added the quali�er `modulo oarse-graining'

to the words `ould have ome', but let me ignore that ompliation here.

Now if we interpret sprinkling to mean random generation of points aording

to a Poisson proess in M then we an atually prove a limiting version of the

Hauptvermutung (work with David Meyer). Namely let C

1

be the result of one

suh proess and let C

2

, C

3

, et. be the results of sprinkling in additional points at

ever higher densities (i.e. we are imagining the fundamental length to go to zero).
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Then C

1

� C

2

� C

3

: : :, there is a well de�ned sense in whih the limit an be

taken, and we have with probability one that

(M; g) = lim

j!1

C

j

:

This theorem is enouraging, but really we would like to dispense with the limit-

ing proess, sine in reality the fundamental volume is small but not zero. Lua

Bombelli has made some progress in this diretion, but diÆulties remain, even in

knowing how preisely to formulate the desired theorem. For now, let me just indi-

ate the kind of result we would hope for. Let C be a ausal set and let f : C !M

and f

0

: C !M

0

be faithful embeddings (i.e. embeddings whih are sprinkling-like

aording to some suitable riterion) of C into (M; g) and (M

0

; g

0

). Then there

exists an approximate isometry h :M !M

0

suh that f

0

= h Æ f:

Assuming|as seems very likely|that ausal sets do possess a struture rih

enough to give us bak a marosopially smooth Lorentzian geometry, our real

task would be to �gure out how in pratie we an extrat geometrial information

from an order relation. But before we an speak of a geometry we must have a

manifold, and the most basi aspet of a manifold's topology is its dimension. So is

there a good way to reognize the e�etive ontinuum dimension of a ausal set (or

more preisely of a ausal set that is suÆiently \manifold like" for the notion of

its dimension to be meaningful)? In fat two workable methods seem to exist, and

I would like to speak briey about eah of them.

The �rst method is perhaps more traditional in harater, and relies on the

existene of a family of relatively small ausal sets whih an serve to haraterize

the dimension of any Minkowski spaetime via embeddings. Sine the sets in ques-

tion are small, it would be inappropriate to worry about uniformity of embedding,

so we will require of an embedding only that it indue the orret order relations

on the embedded points.

To get an idea of what suh ausal sets might be like, take a look at the

prototypes for dimensions 1 through 3 shown in �gure 2. It is obvious that set

(a) for d = 1 will embed in M

1

but not in M

0

(where M

d

is Minkowski spae of

d-dimensions); and it is equally obvious that set (b) for d = 2 will go into M

2

but

not into M

1

. Similarly set () for d = 3 will pretty learly embed in M

3

(think of
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the diagram as a perspetive drawing), and almost as learly not embed in M

2

(as

an be rigorously proven with a little trial and error).

Now it turns out [5-7℄ that there exist, for eah spaetime-dimensionality d,

analogous ausal sets whih will embed in M

d

but not in M

d�1

. A systemati

onstrution of one suh family has been given in [7℄. For dimension d the set in

question omprises the 2

d

possible subsets S of the d-element set f1; 2; 3; : : : dg,

ordered aording to the rule,

S

1

� S

2

() S

1

� S

2

and ard(S

1

) = 1 or ard(S

2

) = d� 1:

(There is no time here to indiate the proof that this family does indeed behave

as laimed, but let me just mention one inidental surprise that ame out of this

study, namely the onjeture that the so-alled binomial poset on 6 elements, B

6

annot be embedded in a Minkowski spaetime of any dimension. As a set B

6

is

de�ned just as spei�ed above for d = 6, but in the de�nition of its order we drop

the restrition on the ardinalities of S

1

and S

2

.)

Now the notion of dimension that results from onsidering embeddability in

Minkowski spae may be alled \at onformal dimension", beause it would not

are if we replaed the at metri onM

d

by any other metri in the same onformal

equivalene lass. It does not diretly apply to the kind of very large ausal set we

are atually interested in, beause we ertainly do not want to limit ourselves to

the ase where the ontinuum approximation to the ausal set in question is free of

urvature. On the other hand it is true by de�nition that any ontinuum manifold is

at on small sales, so it would be natural to try to extrat the desired dimensional

information by looking at suitable small subsets of our ausal set. If among them

we found ones of maximum \at onformal dimension" d, in the above sense, then

we ould onlude that the e�etive ontinuum dimension of our ausal set was d.

The seond method of reognizing dimensionality that I referred to has a sta-

tistial harater; and, sine it yields dimension values whih need not be integral,

I will all it `fratal'. Unlike the method just disussed, this one uses volume infor-

mation as well as onformal information, and seems to be somewhat more eÆient

for that reason. Atually there an be several distint variants of this method, but
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the basi idea always involves ounting suitable substrutures of a given Alexandrov

subset of our ausal set.

Given suh a subset A = [x; y℄, the simplest thing to ount is of ourse the

number N of elements of A, and the next simplest is probably the number R of

relations it ontains, i.e. the number of pairs of elements u; v 2 A suh that u � v.

If the full ausal set an be faithfully embedded in M

d

then the typial values of

N and R will be expetation values with respet to a Poisson proess taking plae

within an Alexandrov neighborhood ofM

d

itself. Now, by Lorentz invariane, these

expetation values an depend only on the volume of this Alexandrov neighborhood

(or "double light one") and, of ourse, on the dimension d itself. Forming a ratio

to make the volume drop out, and performing a short alulation, we �nd

< R >

< N >

2

=

3

4

(3d=2)!

d!(d=2)!

Beause the right-hand-side is a monotonially dereasing funtion of d, the equation

an be inverted to give a unique \fratal dimension" for eah value of the ratioR=N

2

.

For suitable small Alexandrov subsets of a \manifold-like" ausal set, the fratal

dimension should average out to the true ontinuum dimension. For larger ones it

would be neessary to take the urvature into aount (.f. [8℄ ).

Computer tests of this method of reognizing dimension [8℄ show that it works

reasonably well in low dimensions (d = 2; 3; 4), with the omputed dimension on-

verging rapidly to the true one as the number of sprinkled points beomes larger

than about 300-400. In high dimensions more points would be needed of ourse, but

not as many as you might think. In fat N � (27=16)

d

will suÆe, as follows from

omputing the variane of the number of relations, R. By omparison the speial

ausal sets disussed earlier require 2

d

points to haraterize dimension d.

Beyond reognizing dimensionality, there is the problem of extrating informa-

tion about global onnetivity, and ultimately about the metri itself. In partiular

one may ask how to estimate the geodesi distane between two ausal set elements

(assuming as always that the ausal set resembles a ontinuum geometry (M; g).)

Thus let x and y be elements of the ausal set C, and let x � y. The idea whih

suggests itself most readily would be just to de�ne a \distane" from x to y by
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ounting the number of elements in the longest hain joining these two elements,

where a hain is by de�nition a suession of elements, x � z

1

� z

2

� z

3

: : : � y.

Clearly a maximal hain in this sense is analogous to a timelike geodesi, whih also

maximizes the distane between its endpoints.

Now, how does length de�ned in this way ompare to geodesi length? One

again, a preise answer is known only for a ausal set sprinkled into Minkowski

spae, but that answer [9℄ is very enouraging (as also were the results of some

omputer experiments done by David Meyer involving hains of up to about 20

links). In the asymptoti limit of large distanes there is a strit proportionality

L � T , where T is the Minkowski distane between two sprinkled points x, y, and

L is the number of links in the longest hain joining these points. The onstant

 depends on the spaetime dimension and is not known exatly, although fairly

tight bounds on its value are available. Assuming the proportionality holds up

when urvature is present, we will have a way to extrat timelike distanes diretly

from the order relation �. No equally diret method appears to exist for spaelike

distanes, but there would seem to be a good prospet of getting them from the

ensemble of timelike ones.

There are also other ways of deduing geometrial information from order in-

formation. For example, the type of ounting tehnique we used to de�ne fratal

dimension will in ertain situations yield the value of the salar urvature, and in

other situations the radius of the \internal irle" of a Kaluza-Klein vauum-metri

[5,8℄. However all these methods have been developed only on the assumption that

the ausal set is faithfully embeddable in some ontinuum spaetime. What we still

lak is a way to judge diretly whether or not this is the ase; i.e. whether the

ausal set will give rise to any Lorentzian manifold at all.

Before leaving kinematis and turning briey to the question of dynamis, I

would like to desribe some progress that has been made on what one an all

\ounting problems". We have already seen how geometrial insight an be gleaned

just by ounting suitable substrutures, but I think suh enumeration is likely to be

important for another reason. I think it gives us a way to assoiate to a ausal set,

numbers in terms of whih the amplitude entering into the sum-over-histories ould

be de�ned. In any ase let me mention some ounting problems whose solution is
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known, as well as some whih are learly important, but whih have not been solved

so far.

We have already enountered the notion of a hain, in onnetion with the

de�nition of timelike distane. A natural question is how many distint hains exist

between two spei�ed elements. For a ausal set sprinkled into two-dimensional

Minkowski spae it is possible to evaluate in losed form the expeted number of

hains joining two sprinkled points separated by the time lapse T , and one �nds

<hains> = I

0

(

p

2T ), where I

0

(x) =J

0

(ix) is a so-alled modi�ed Bessel funtion

of the �rst kind. (Notie that mathematiians have de�ned `hain' to mean any

totally ordered sequene of elements, even if the sequene \skips over" intermediate

elements. Thus a hain need not onsist of \links", and, e.g., any subset of a hain

is also a hain.)

One an also ask for the number of hains of a �xed length ourring as subsets

of a given ausal set, say one sprinkled into an Alexandrov neighborhood of M

d

.

In this ase the expeted number < C

k

> of k-element hains is known for all

dimensions d. [5,8℄ Also known is a formula for the expeted number of k-element

hains in a ausal set sprinkled into a Lorentzian manifold of onstant urvature.

In this onnetion, I might mention some mysterious identities that have been

found to relate ertain expetation values of the sort we have been onsidering. Thus

[5,8℄ in M

d

we have that < V >< R >=< C

3

>< N >, where `V ' stands for the

number of three-element subsets suh that one element preedes the other two, and

`C

3

' stands for the number of 3-element hains. This identity relates the numbers of

ertain spei�ed sub-ausal-sets of a sprinkled ausal set, and is rigorously true in

any dimension. A similar but empirial identity has turned up in M

2

in omputer

work by Jorge Pullin and Eri Woolgar, and states that < L >

2

= 2 < W >< N >,

where now L is the number of links (unre�nable two-element hains) and W the

number of \V's" eah of whose \arms" is a link.

It would be easy to pose many other ounting problems of equal potential in-

terest to those just referred to, but I'm sure several will our to you without my

mentioning them expliitly. However I would like to mention a slightly di�erent

ounting problem of obvious importane for understanding the lassial limit of

ausal set theory. That is the problem of determining the total number of distint
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ausal sets whih an result from sprinkling N points into a given Lorentzian man-

ifold (M; g). Clearly this is related to the question of how far a given sprinkling

an be perturbed without hanging the indued order, but, aside from a poorly

justi�ed estimate based on suh onsiderations, this is a ounting problem whih is

still awaiting a solution.

There are some other kinematial issues whih I would have liked to disuss

had there been time, espeially oarse-graining and the related possibilities of sale-

dependent dimensionality, emergent matter �elds, and the like. Rather than spend

my remaining minutes on suh topis, however, I would like to report on some

intriguing results and preliminary work onerning the dynamial stage of ausal

set theory.

As I said earlier, the sum-over-histories framework appears to be the most nat-

ural point of departure for anyone trying to develop a plausible \quantum equation

of motion" for ausal sets. In this framework eah ausal set C would arry an

amplitude A(C); and dynamis would be ontained in the amplitude-funtion A(�),

together with the ombining rules telling us how to use the amplitudes to onstrut

meaningful probabilities. Without yet possessing these latter rules in their �nal

form, we an still investigate some of the onsequenes of partiular hoies of A(�),

and thereby try to gain insight into what features an adequate hoie would have

to have.

Consider, for example an amplitude of the form A = exp(i�R), R being the

total number of relations, as before. This looks like a familiar path-integral ampli-

tude with trivial measure, and with R and � playing the roles of \lassial Ation"

and \oupling onstant" respetively. To prevent the amplitude-sums from diverg-

ing, one an take the total number of ausal set elements to be a �xed integer N .

Now, if we were to go over to the orresponding \statistial mehanis" problem by

ontinuing � to imaginary values, then we would be dealing with a random ausal

set with N elements and with probability-weight given by the \Boltzmann fator",

exp(��R). It happens that just this problem has been studied in onnetion with

a ertain \lattie-gas" model [10℄. This, of ourse, was one reason I hose it as an

example, but another was the suggestiveness of the intimate relation between R

and dimensionality that we observed earlier (f. Myrheim [4℄).
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Atually the model studied was not exatly that de�ned by the above \Boltz-

mann fator", but instead by the orresponding \miro-anonial ensemble", in

whih R is �xed and every ausal set with that R (and with N elements) is weighted

equally. The �rst result of interest is that, in the \thermodynami limit", N !1,

at least two, and probably an in�nite number, of phase transitions our as R=N

2

(orrespondingly �N

2

) is varied. For small values of this parameter the most prob-

able ausal sets possess only two \layers" (i.e. no hain has more than three ele-

ments), and the phase transitions our as suessively greater numbers of layers

begin to ontribute. In some some very general sense the ausal set is thus beoming

more manifold-like with eah suh transition (but so far there is no real evidene

that genuine manifold behavior sets in for any value of the parameter).

One other noteworthy event that aompanies the 2-level to 3-level phase tran-

sition is a spontaneous breaking of time-reversal symmetry. In the 2-level phase

the most probable on�gurations look similar to their T-reversals, but in the initial

3-level phase the ausal sets of high-probability have very unequal numbers of ele-

ments in their top and bottom layers. I obviously would not want to laim that this

e�et was at the root of the osmologial time-asymmetry, but it does demonstrate

the possibility that something of the sort ould ultimately emerge from a better

understanding of ausal set dynamis.

The other work I want to report on here onerns not the ausal set's own

dynamis, but rather that of a \`salar �eld" living in a �xed (or \bakground")

ausal set. Suh additional degrees of freedom might be neessary to inorporate

\matter", but even if they are not, their study an serve to larify issues like loality

whih will be ruial to the hoie of amplitude for the ausal set itself. So let C

be a given ausal set and let � be a real-valued funtion on C, or in other words

a \real salar �eld". One would like to disover an Ation S(�), de�ned purely

in terms of � and the order �, whih in appropriate situations will reprodue the

known behavior of a quantum salar �eld in urved spaetime.

In what we have done so far (work with Jorge Pullin and Eri Woolgar) we

have limited ourselves to a ausal set sprinkled into 2-dimensional Minkowski spae,

M

2

, and searhed for an S(�) whih would reprodue the Ation of a free salar

�eld. To that end, onsider within C any \wedge", by whih I mean a triple of
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elements x

0

; x

1

; x

2

suh that the pairs x

0

� x

1

and x

0

� x

2

are both links. (I

referred to this struture earlier in onnetion with ounting problems.) Letting �

1

denote �(x

1

), et., I an form the following quadrati expression as a sum over all

wedges: S

W

= �

P

(�

1

� �

0

)(�

2

� �

0

); and in the same way the sum over all links,

S

L

= �

P

(�

1

� �

0

)

2

.

We hose the �rst expression beause it resembles the square of the gradient

expressed in u-v-oordinates, if you take the two links of the wedge as rightward

null and leftward null. The seond expression also resembles the ontinuum La-

grangian to some extent, but learly an't be orret by itself sine it an never

be positive. Now one an argue that there should exist some linear ombination of

these expressions that will yield (on average) the orret Ation for arbitrary linear

�. What is surprising, however, is that the simple di�erene S = S

W

� S

L

appears

to be the ombination that works (modulo an overall normalization that depends

on N). The tests are still un�nished, but for the three test �elds � � t; � � x, and

� � t+ x, we �nd errors in < S > of about 15% for 500 points and 6 runs, and of

about 1% for 10,000 points and 10 runs.

For some nonlinear funtions inluding � � x

2

and � � sin(t) the results are

also not too bad, but for more rapidly osillating ones like � � sin(5t) they are awful

(Here the points are sprinkled into an Alexandrov neighborhood whose height in

the t-diretion is unity.), and they don't get notieably better as the number of

sprinkled points is inreased.

In fat the diÆulty was to be expeted as a manifestation of the problem with

loality that I alluded to earlier, and an be seen as a manifestation of a very general

onit among loality, disreteness, and Lorentz invariane. What happens in this

ase is that the links and wedges, whih we would like to be rather \small", an

instead be \very long and skinny". For example, a link whih in one referene-frame

looks to be purely timelike and of length 1, will in a highly-boosted frame appear to

be very long and almost null. By inluding suh links (and the analogous wedges)

in our expression for S(�) we make S depend on very large �nite di�erenes instead

of only on small ones that ould furnish a good approximation to the gradient of �.

In fat S

W

alone would in some sense already have been a good approximation to S

had not this problem been present, and one an probably understand the e�et of
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subtrating S

L

as a partial anellation of the ontribution of the \long and skinny

wedges". What is needed, then, is a full anellation of their ontribution, leaving

behind an expression for the Ation that one ould expet to be aurate for a muh

wider range for test funtions.

In fat, there is at the moment, the prospet of obtaining suh a anellation

by using \diamonds" instead of \wedges". But the main point I want to make is

that loality in this sense might be the guiding star leading us to an appropriate

dynamis for ausal sets, and not just for whatever �elds may inhabit it. If we

an ahieve loality for suh \matter" �elds, then we ould aquire a new type of

\random lattie" approximation to quantum �eld theory in urved (or even at!)

spaetimes. But also|and more importantly for our present purposes|we might

begin to understand how to build loal amplitudes for the ausal set itself. Indeed it

ould even turn out that the resulting �-dynamis would diretly yield an e�etive

dynamis for the underlying ausal set in the manner of \indued gravity", that is,

via \integrating out" the �-utuations in the sum-over-histories.

This might seem an adequately optimisti note on whih to onlude, but be-

fore doing so, I want to throw out a more speulative idea that illustrates how

the assumption of a disrete substratum for spaetime an suggest otherwise unex-

peted routes to the resolution of basi puzzles like the smallness of the observed

osmologial onstant. Suppose, in fat, that this smallness of � were a statistial

e�et due to the very large number of elements making up the relevant portion of

the universe. Then we might expet whatever anellations were responsible for

this smallness to take plae not exatly, but just with some statistially imposed

auray. This suggests the formula

� �

1

p

N

;

N being the number of elements in question. Well, for the observable universe (to

date) N is of the order of 10

240

, and � would thus be somewhere around 10

�120

in

natural units. Might it turn out to be more than a oinidene that this is urrently

the largest value not yet ruled out by astronomial data?
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